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• Tools for Creation 
• Hands-on Learning with Camtasia 
Delivery 
• Active Learning strategies 
• Faculty Examples 
Assessment 









TOOLS FOR CREATION 
Explore tools supported by Purdue for 
multimedia creation/editing/sharing/ 
simulation/publication/assessment 
• Boilercast/Echo 360 
• Camtasia/PowerPoint  
• SnagIt 
• Kaltura 
• Video Express 
RELEVANT TECHNOLOGIES 
TOOLS FOR CREATION 




















TOOLS FOR CREATION 
VIDEO EXPRESS 









RECORDING WITH CAMTASIA 
OVERVIEW 
Recording 
• Camtasia Plug-In via PowerPoint 
• Directly in Camtasia 
 
Editing 











WHY ACTIVE LEARNING? 
A Sample of activities for Students Working in Pairs…. 
• Guided analysis – Walk students through the procedure for 
performing an analysis of a document, video, news item, 
etc… in class. Put students in pairs and allow them  to 
analyze their own documents using the procedures you 
have provided them 
• Word Pairs –  Students write down the key terms for the 
lesson then they exchange papers and write in definitions, 
then discuss.  
• Small Ad-Hoc Groups – Provided students with a focused 
problem, case study,  question or exercise that they must 
address in a group 
• One Minute Question – Key ideas learned from class 
• Pair or small group presentations – A select few may 
participate in each iteration of this activity. 
• Bookends  
• Begins with an engagement activity 
• The middle part is a series of back-and-forth 
transitions between the instructor talking and students 
working individually and then in pairs or threes.  
• End with a guided reflection 
• pre-lecture videos 
that contain quiz 
questions with 
feedback to  
• just-in-time-teaching 
based on responses  
• iClickers.  
• moving towards a 






with videos of 
working out 
problems 











• Online lectures 
• Online homework,  
• Mixable discussion 
assignments 
• "flipped“ class 
discussion/ active 
learning sections  
• Peer-to-peer  






TOOLS FOR ASSESSMENT 
• Blackboard 
• Blackboard Learn –  
Blackboard Retention Center/  
• Respondus/Lock-Down Browser 






TOOLS FOR ASSESSMENT 











Need 1-on-1 Training? 
Upcoming Workshop 
 
Jan. 10:  
Blackboard Assessments and Assignments, Automating Blackboard 
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